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INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that n,(z) =z and for n> 1, A, is that polynomial such that 
Ai= A,- 1 with n,(O) = A,(l) = 0. Then il,-the nth Lidstone polyno- 
mial-is odd of degree 2n + 1. If f(z) is a complex function on the plane, 
the Lidstone series expansion for f(z) is the series 
f(l)n,(z)+f(o)n,(l-z)+f”(l)/i,(Z)+f”(O)/1,(1-Z)+ .‘.. (1) 
If (yn}zC,, is a complex sequence, convergence of the series 
S(z)=y~A,(z)+y,n,(l-t)~y*/i~(Z)+ ..’ 
for a single z, not an integer, implies convergence for all z, uniformly on 
compact subsets of the plane, so that S is entire, yzn = S’*“‘(l), and 
y*n + , = s’*“‘(o). 
In [6], D. V. Widder has characterized those f on the plane, real on 
[0, 11, such that (1) converges for each z tof(z) and the zeries 
cc 
1 (If’“‘(l)Aj(Z)l +If'2"(0)Aj(1-2)l) 
,=o 
of absolute values of the terms in (1) converges (those f given by an 
absolutely convergent Lidstone series expansion) as the difference, on 
[O, 11, of two minimal completely convex functions. As R. P. Boas has 
remarked in [l], a necessary and sufficient condition that a function f, real 
or complex on [O, 11, be given by an absolutely convergent Lidstone series 
expansion may be obtained from this. However, as noted there, this is not 
always easy to apply. 
In [3], it was shown that in order that f be given by an absolutely 
convergent Lidstone series expansion it is necessary and sufficient that 
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f be such an entire function that, with p = l/n, x,5= 0 ( f’*“(O) p*’ I exists, 
c,“=O 1 f’*j”)(O) p2j+’ +f(“+‘)(O) ~*j+~ ( exists, and lim,, ccf(2i+1)(0) pLzi+’ 
= 0. This result, involving the sequence {f”‘(O))~, of successive 
derivatives of .f at 0, was suggested, in part, by an earlier theorem of 
J. D. Buckholtz and J. K. Shaw [2]. There, it was shown that in order that 
(1) converge for each z to f(z) it is necessary and sufficient that f be such 
an entire function that lim, _ ,f”‘(O)( l/rc)j = 0. Now it is easily seen that 
if v is a point (in the plane) then in order that f be such an entire function 
that lim,, sc f”‘(O)( l/n)j = 0 it is necessary and sufficient that f be such an 
entire function that lim,, ,f(j)(v)(l/z)j= 0. Thus, if either a Maclaurin 
series Z,?‘EO (f”‘(O)/j!) zi or a Taylor series clF:O (f(j’(v)/j!) (z-v)’ about 
v is given, we can use the theorem in [2] to determine whether f is given 
by the Lidstone series expansion (1). 
Consider the following pair of examples. Let p = l/n, 
(-1)” -Tn (- 1)” 
72n=J--P > Y2niI=$---J 2n -I3 
(-1)” --Zn C-1)” -2,,-, 
6,,=(2n+2)2P ) 62n+q+p ) 
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . Let fi,fi be the two entire functions given by the Taylor 
series expansions about l/4, 
flb)=j~o ;(+ 
f2(5kfo jqz-i)‘. 
Now lim n _ m fy’( l/4) = lim n-r ,fi”‘(1/4) = 0. Thus, both fi and f2 are 
given by Lidstone series expansions (1). Which, if either, of these 
two expansions (1) converges absolutely? It is noted that if f is either 
f, or f2 then EGO I f(*j+ *‘(l/4) pa+ ’ +f(‘j+ 3)( l/4) p2’+ 3 I converges, that 
CF, j fi”)( l/4) ~~1 converges, but that c,“=O 1 fj*j)( l/4) ~“1 does not 
converge. On the basis of the theorem in [3], one might suspect that f2 is 
given by such an absolutely convergent expansion but that fi is not. That 
it is fr, not f2, which is given by an absolutely convergent Lidstone series 
expansion is a consequence of Theorem 1, here. 
THEOREMS 
Since C?- 1 f (2j)(0) p2j 1 converges implies both limj _ oc f(‘j)(O) p2l = 0 
and c,?= ,, i fY2j)(0) p2j +f (2+2)(o) p2.+2 1 converges, the three conditions 
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cited from [3], C,Y, If’*j)(O) /.?I converges, cJTO If’*““(O) ~*j+’ + 
f (4+3)(o)$i+31 converges, and lim, _ cof(2i+ “(0) ,~*j+ i = 0, are equivalent 
to the seemingly stronger conditions, C,T 0 1 f’“‘(O) $j ] converges, 
cJYO 1 f(j)(O) #+f”+*‘(O) #+* I converges, and limi, ef(j’(0) $= 0. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that p = l/n and v = l/2. In order that f be such an 
entire function that c,?,, 1 f’“)(O) p2’ ( converges, c,jO 1 f(*j+ “(0) $-j+ ’ + 
f (2j+31(0) $+3 1 converges, and limi _ co fCZi+ “(0) p2J+ ’ = 0 it is necessary 
and sufficient that f be such an entire function that c,TO 1 f ('j+ "(v) p*j+ ' 1 
converges, c,zO ( f@)(v)p”+f (I+*)@+* 1 converges, and lim,,, f (*j)(v) 
~1” = 0, a certain interchange being noted in the conditions on the successive 
even and odd derivatives, the one at 0, the other at l/2. 
More generally, suppose that v is a point and p is a positive number. In 
order that f be such an entire function that c,zO I f @j)(O) p*’ ) converges, 
?$YJf (‘j+ “(0) p*j+ ’ +f’*j+“(O) ,~*j+’ ) converges, and lim,, m f (*j+ “(0) 
P a+1 = 0 it is necessary and sufficient that S be such an entire function that 
limj _ co f(j)(v) $= 0, CzO I f(‘)(v) ~j+f~j+*‘(v) #+*I converges, and 
CE o / f(*j)(v) fiti cos(v/p) -f (‘j+ l)(v) pL”+ ’ sin( v/p)1 converges. 
Argument for Theorem 1 is based on a pair of lemmas. The first, 
Lemma 1, is a minor variation of Lemma 2 in 131. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that v and a are points and ,u is a positive number. 
Let f be such an entire function that CG, 1 f”‘(a) pj+f(j+*)(cr) ~j+~( 
converges. Then 
j=O 
Proof of Lemma 1. We have 
f / f(‘+*)(V)pJ+Z+ffj)(V)pj) 
j=O 
= f / f [f(m+j+2)(0)~m+j+*+f(m+j)(a)~m+‘] 
,=o m=O 
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d f f ~f(m+/+2)(a)~m+i+2+f(m"j)(a)~~J+~( 
j=Om=O 
= f \p+y+p+2 
n = 0 
+fya) /pj i -.$ (Pyy 
m-0 . 
<exp “-” 
( 1 P 
f. )f(n+2)(~)~n+2+f’“‘(a)~“/ 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that p is a positive number and that f is such an entire 
function that c,??O 1 f”‘(0) p”’ +f (j+ 2’( 0) pL’+ ’ j converges. Then in order 
that the series ~,Y!, 1 f@‘(v) pa cos(v/p) -fczjcl’(v) p’j+’ sin(v/p)l converge 
,for each point v in the complex plane it suffices that it converge at a single 
point of it. 
Proof qf Lemma 2. Suppose that each of v, and v2 is a point and that 
if v=v,, c,?!. 1 fc2j)(v)p2j ~os(v/p)-f(~~+~)(v)p*~+~ sin(v/p)i converges. 
Let K denote the linear (straight line) path from v, to v2. Integrating by 
parts twice, we obtain 
?^,f (2J’(v) sin (i) dv 
- xp2f'2J+2) v  sm E dv. 
s ( 1 (-) 
So that 
jzo / f (*j)(v2) pa cos (z) -fc2j+ “(v2) p2j+ ’ sin (z) 
-f(2j+l)(VI)p2Jf~ s 
J=o 
s, ,z 1 f’2j’(v)p2j+f(2j+2’(v)p2’+ZI dv 
J 0 1 
#in 5 
( )I P 
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(f”‘(O)cc’+f”+2’(0)yj+2( 1 
Theorem 1 now follows easily from Lemmas 1 and 2. For instance, in 
case v is a point in the plane such that cJEo ( f(j)(v) $+ f (j+2)(v) ,~j+~ ) 
converges, cJzo 1 f (2j)(v) pa cos(v/,u) -f@+ l’(v) pa+’ sin(v/p)l converges, 
and limj, m SCJ’(v) ,uj = 0, then limj, o. f(j)(O) ,u’ = 0, by Lemma 1, 
c; 0 I f”‘(O) Pj + f (j+*)(O) #+‘I converges, and by Lemma 2, 
cp o 1 f (2j)(0) pL2j 1 converges. 
Theorem 1 remains true with the deletion of every condition in it of the 
form, lim = 0. In this connection, consider the example, f(v) = sin (v/p), 
itself. 
Returning to the examples of the Introduction, 
is the convergent series ($92) CJE o (l/J- dm [J2j+2 + 
,,&?I) but 
is the divergent series (,/?/2) xJYo ((4j* + 6j+ 1)/(2j+ 2)* (2j+ 3)). Thus, 
the entire function fi is given by an absolutely convergent Lidstone series 
expansion but f2 is not. 
The Lidstone series expansion for f is taken by J. M. Whittaker in [S] to 
be the series 
jgofyl) Ai( f f (*j)(o) nj(Z- 1). (2) 
j=O 
each of the two series being required to converge. As noted in [2], the 
condition that f be given by the expansion (2) is stronger than the 
condition f be given by the expansion (1). On the other hand, the condition 
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that f be given by an absolutely convergent Lidstone series expansion is 
stronger still. If we seek a condition in terms of the sequence (f”‘(0)},Ez, 
serving to characterize those f given by (2), we would expect that it be 
stronger than the condition in [2], limj,. f”‘(O)( l/x)‘= 0, but weaker 
than the three conditions characterizing absolute convergence in [3]. 
Precisely, we have, from Theorem 5 of [4], the following. 
In order that f be such a function on the plane that (2) converge for 
each z to f(z) it is necessary and sufficient that f be such an entire function 
that c,“- ,, ( - 1 )jf’*“(O)( l/z)” converges and lim, _ o. f”‘(O)( l/z)’ = 0; 
the latter condition being equivalent, in the presence of the former, to 
lim, _ c4 f(*j+ l)(o)(i/n)*j+ l = 0. 
Thus, if a Maclaurin series expansion for f is given, we can use the condi- 
tion quoted from [4] to determine whetherfis given by an expansion (2). 
What if we were given a Taylor series expansion, Cz, (f(j)(v)/j! )(z - ~1)‘. 
forf? 
THEOREM 2. If v is a point and p is a positive number, then in order 
that f be such an entire function that lim,, m f’““)(O) p*-‘+’ = 0 and 
EGO (- 1)‘f (*qo) p converges it is necessary and sufficient that f be such 
an entire function that limj, a,f(i)(~) pj = 0 and 
converges. 
In case ,u = l/n and v = l/2, the interchange takes the following form. In 
order that f be such an entire function that lim, _ o. f (*j+ “(0) p*j+ ’ = 0 and 
&$’ (- 1)‘f (a converges it is necessary and sufficient that f be such an 
entire function that lim,,,f(*j’(v) pa=0 and C,YO (- l)jf(a’l’(v) Pan+’ 
converges. 
Proof of Theorem 2 is based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that f is such an entire function that limj, m f(j)(O) 
pJ = 0. Then in order that the series cFz,, ( - 1)' [f (*j)(v) pa cos(v/p) - 
f (2+ l)(v) p*j+ 1 sin(v/p)] converge for each v in the plane it suffices that it 
converge for a single v. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Suppose that each of v1 and v2 is a point and that 
if v=v, Cp”fo (-1)’ [f’~)(v)~Vcos(v/~)-f~Zi+i)(v)p~+lsin(v/~)] 
409/159/l-12 
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converges. Letting K, as in Lemma 2, be the linear path from v, to v2 and 
recalling the integration-by-parts formula there, we have 
-f(*j+ 1)(v2) cL2j+ 1 sin 
-A lim ,N+m/K [f(~)+(-l)“f(*“+~)(v)p*~+~] sin(i)dv. 
But lim,, o. (- l)Nyf(2N+2)(~) p 2Nf * = 0 uniformly on K. So that the last 
limit equals SK f(v) sin(v/p) dv. 
Theorem 2 now follows easily from Lemma 3. For instance, in case v is a 
point such that limj,, f(j)(v) $= 0 and c;. (- 1)’ [f@)(v) @cos(v/p)- 
f(*i+ l)tv) @+ 1 sin(v/p)] converges, then lim,, m f”‘(O) $ = 0 and, by 
Lemma 3, cJT o ( - 1 )jf’“‘(O) p” converges. 
In the examples of the Introduction, the function fi is given by an 
absolutely convergent Lidstone series expansion. Thus, it is given by an 
expansion of the form (2). But the series 
is the divergent series -(~,‘2)~~,((4j2+6j+1)/(2j+2)*(2j+3)). 
Thus, f2 is not given by expansion (2). 
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